Roof Mount Solutions

Metal | Versatile | Tilted

DESIGN • ENGINEERING • MANUFACTURING
Complete Single-Source Solutions

When EPCs, developers, and residential installers need a dependable roof mounting solution, they turn to RBI Solar. As a single-source provider, we take pride in providing the design, engineering, and manufacturing of efficient PV racking solutions for a variety of roofs. When you choose RBI Solar for your next roof mount, you’re choosing peace of mind that your project is in the hands of the most trusted racking team in the industry.

Why Choose RBI Solar?

- Commercial and residential solutions
- Systems available to accommodate any roof material
- UL 2703 Listed for bonding and grounding
- UL 1703 class A fire rated
- Quick installation and few components
- Pre-assembled components
- Project support and installation training available
- Made in America
**Metal Roof Mount Solution | RS-MS**

- Compatible with metal roofs 26-gauge and thicker
- Eliminates need for long rails and attachments
- Pre-assembled clamps for quick installation
- Compact packaging reduces shipping costs
- UL 2703 listed for bonding & grounding
- UL 1703 class A fire rated for type 1 and 2 modules
- One-size end and mid clamps fit common modules

**Versatile Roof Mount Solution | RS-VS**

- Commercial and residential applications
- Compatible with majority US roof types
- High strength-to-weight ratio rail design
- Height-adjustable elements provide flexibility
- Simple, pre-assembled components provide quick and easy installation
- UL 2703 listed for bonding and grounding
- One tool installation on all system components and accessories

**Tilted Roof Mount Solution | RS-TL**

- Pre-assembled tilt legs
- 10° & 5° tilt available for portrait orientation
- Custom tilt and landscape orientation available per engineering review
- Single rail and double rail configurations available
- UL 2703 listed for bonding & grounding
- UL 1703 class A fire rated for type 1, 2, and 3 modules

*Dependable solutions for every roof*
RBI Solar provides deep insight when deciding the best system for your roof. Project details based off thorough discussions to deliver the most effective and efficient solution based upon the array layout and roof conditions.

Our in-house engineers incorporate and analyze data from documents provided as well as research localized data to ensure in-depth details on all projects when designing a cost-effective system for your roof application.

Multiple state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities located in all corners of the continental US, along with a vertically integrated procurement and manufacturing protocol, ensure overall quality of product with reduced lead times for material.

All installation manuals are available 24/7 on our website. Whether it be hosting training sessions for your employees at your preferred location or over the phone, our team is dedicated to making all installations progress smoothly and efficiently.

Solar Racking Solutions from the Industry’s Most Trusted Team

Contact us at info@rbisolar.com or (513) 242-2051

www.rbisolar.com